
          Affiliate manager form  

Please fill in this form and send it to partners@fxcentrum.com

This Form is for information purposes only and the applicant will be contacted by the FXC 

representative to proceed further. 

Full name  

FXC registration number

Email

Phone number including
country code

Country 

Years of experience in
affiliate/marketing

Source of generating leads /
clients

Example of your main affiliate
source

Number of subscribers to
your source

Estimated number of clients
per month

Estimated number of the first
deposit 

Expected nationalities of
clients

Experience with Forex
brokers (which ones)

Expected commission type
(CPA, Lot, Leads, Hybrid…)

Notes

Recommended to FXC

*If do not know how to fill in the question, please just leave it empty or put N/A

Who is the Affiliate manager? A professional, who have an online source, where group of people are interested

in his/her posted content. Affiliate manager will receive a unique affiliate link, which will get a reward from FXC

for clients, who will register, deposit and start trading. For more explanation, please contact us. It is very easy for

beginners and professionals, to get the largest commissions for recommending FXC, in the whole fx market.

ONLY WITH www.FXCENTRUM.com

WTG Ltd., (FXCentrum is a registered trademark)  Company Number: 8426579-1

Registered at House of Francis, Room 302,                                               License no. SD055            

Ile Du Port,Mahe, Seychelles  support@fxcentrum.com

 www.fxcentrum.com

                

http://www.FXCENTRUM.com/
mailto:partners@fxcentrum.com


EXAMPLE

          Affiliate manager form  

Please fill in this form and send it to partners@fxcentrum.com

This Form is for information purposes only and the applicant will be contacted by the FXC 

representative to proceed further. 

Full name  Marcus Bloomdean

FXC registration number 112788

Email mbloom@fxcentrum.com

Phone number including
country code

+234772555552

Country Nigeria

Years of experience in
affiliate/marketing

3 years as an affiliate manager

Source of generating leads /
clients

Facebook and telegram trading groups for Nigeria

Example of your main affiliate
source

https://www.facebook.com/fxcentrum.ng

Number of subscribers to
your source

Facebook page 500k subscribers
Telegram page 1,2 mil. Subscribers

Estimated number of clients
per month

1000 leads per month
150 depositors per month

Estimated number of the first
deposit 

100 USD 

Expected nationalities of
clients

Nigeria, Kenya

Experience with Forex
brokers (which ones)

Experience with 2 FX brokers in Nigeria, like 
www.fxcentrum.com 

Expected commission type
(CPA, Lot, Leads, Hybrid…)

CPA 250 USD 
2 USD per lot 

Notes I am a professional marketer with 3 years of experience, have 
experience with generating leads and FX depositors through 
social media

Recommended to FXC Facebook Ad

*If do not know how to fill in the question, please just leave it empty or put N/A

Who is the Affiliate manager? A professional, who have an online source, where group of people are interested

in his/her posted content. Affiliate manager will receive a unique affiliate link, which will get a reward from FXC

for clients, who will register, deposit and start trading. For more explanation, please contact us. It is very easy for

beginners and professionals, to get the largest commissions for recommending FXC, in the whole fx market.

ONLY WITH www.FXCENTRUM.com

WTG Ltd., (FXCentrum is a registered trademark)  Company Number: 8426579-1

Registered at House of Francis, Room 302,                                               License no. SD055            

Ile Du Port,Mahe, Seychelles  support@fxcentrum.com

 www.fxcentrum.com
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